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Abstract

This study will assess the efficiency of different F1 teams -or Constructors- based on their

budget and points obtained during a racing season. A Data Envelopment Model (DEA) is

used to measure each team's efficiency relative to each other. Teams or decision making

units -as defined by the model- that lie on the efficient frontier are deemed efficient. We have

conducted our analysis using data from 2008 to 2020 for a total of thirteen years. Most

teams are inefficient, not only relative to each other but to their scale efficiency. The model

also suggests projected budgets based on each constructor´s performance so that they may

achieve the same result more efficiently. We will discuss the feasibility of these projections

providing a variety of possible solutions and strategies taking into consideration Formula 1's

current context and a detailed breakdown of a Constructor's cost.
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Introduction

We will conduct an Efficiency Frontier analysis to study the effectiveness and efficiency of

Formula 1 Teams budget spending.

Since I was a kid I was intrigued by the world of cars, engines and motorsports. It was what

fueled my curiosity and creativity, to understand how things worked and moved. As any kid

that’s into motorsports, I was attracted to the pinnacle of it, Formula 1. Airplanes on wheels

that could corner at 100+ km/h is surely to be entertaining to anyone ages 4 - 99 as Lego

would advertise. The particular high pitched roar of an F1 engine is I think the head-turner

for everyone that walks by a tv or if you are lucky enough, a circuit. I was immediately drawn

to, at the time, the only Spanish speaking driver and world champion Fernando Alonso. I like

his car, his way of driving and the fact I could identify myself with him. When the time came

to choose a topic for this paper I immediately thought of this idea. There has been a lot of

discussion, at least in what is known as the Hybrid Era in Formula 1 (2014 - present), as to

why Mercedes has been so dominant, they are the only champions during this era. A lot of

questions emerge from that fact: Is it their budget? Is it the car? Is it the driver? Is it their

infrastructure? Is it the way they spend their budget?

If we assign a monetary value to these different inputs, we will find the correct relationship

between dollar spent and result obtained. We will find the efficient frontier and we will be

able to compare the teams that are on the efficient frontier against the ones that are not. We

will conduct three different analysis, yearly, three year windows and overall, which means

finding the efficient frontier for each year, for 3 year windows and for the overall number of

years analyzed in this study. A limitation of this paper is that we don’t actually know the

numbers for each input and we don’t actually know what each team spent on what. There

are estimates and percentages based on previous literature. A further and more interesting

study could be done by actually knowing how much money was spent on the engine or on

spare parts. What business strategies were used, what future investments were put in place



(R&D, infrastructure). All of these factors may affect the result at the end of the day and if

studied may result in a better source of information for teams for future use as a way of

knowing if they are overspending on some element or if they are under-spending on another.

Maybe a team realizes it should be spending more on R&D than on its mechanics for

example. Timing is also an important factor, it's not the same to be fighting for a

championship all year round, rather than already knowing you are not in the championship

run and devoting your resources to R&D earlier than the other teams. This was seen in the

2021 season, when Mercedes announced that they thought Red Bull had the better car so

they were done developing this year´s car and had already focused all their resources on the

2022 challenger. So to summarize we will see that in monetary terms, teams who spend

more will gain better results, Frank Williams (One of the motorsports entities) once said that

“For six and a half days a week F1 is a business, then on Sunday afternoons it becomes a

sport”. So that question I think is answered by people that know more of the sport than you

and I, but of course the purpose of this essay is to model the effects of money in results, so

that further analysis can be carried out by teams. They may be able to see if they are

underspending or overspending, to see if they should spend more on one area or another.

Taking into account which costs can be lowered and which can´t, teams can redefine their

strategies and think long term for ways to become more efficient. Our contribution will be a

much more comprehensive analysis of teams performance in F1, the effects of the Hybrid

Era and suggestions on how teams can improve efficiency and lie on the efficient frontier.

Other studies limit themselves to, a smaller time window and to just identifying the problem,

whilst we will analyze a longer period of time and try and make suggestions on how to fix the

problem understanding the general context of running an F1 team. A even further step would

be to evaluate the effectiveness of putting these suggestions into practice to compare and

see if efficiency improved.

Formula 1

Formula 1 (F1 for short) is the highest level in motorsport formula racing, for the majority of

regular seasons 12 teams or Constructors and a total of 24 drivers compete for the World

Championship. Constructors are defined as people or corporate entities which design and

build the final version of a car that is going to compete in a FIA World championship.

Formula racing refers to open wheeled single seater cars. The sport was first introduced in

1950 and continues to this day delivering entertainment to its worldwide fans. Some of its

most known drivers include Juan Manuel Fangio, Jackie Stewart, Niki Lauda, Ayrton Senna,

Fernando Alonso and Michael Schumacher. Each Constructor competes for the World

Constructors Championship and each driver competes for the World Driver's Championship.

Each team has 2 drivers, 2 cars and compete in each race or Grand Prix. A regular F1

season consists of an average of 20 grand prix in different countries around the globe. Race



results are evaluated using a points system which will later be explained. Points are added

to determine the victors of the two annual World Championships. Points scored by each

driver are evaluated to determine who wins the World Driver's Championship and points

scored by both drivers in a team add up to determine which constructor wins the World

Constructors Championship.

The sport is regulated by the FIA (Federation Internationale de l`Automobile) who is in

charge of reviewing fairness and competition throughout the season, reviewing both

situations in the races as situations regarding the construction of the cars and anything

involved or affected by the sport.

Primary Sources of income for each constructor come from sponsors and Prize Money. Prize

Money is the revenue given to each constructor after every race according to their position

on the championship. There are other things to consider but the basis of the distribution is in

ascending order, better position, more money. So a better performance during the season

may lead to more prize money available for next year’s budget and may lead to more

sponsorship deals. The teams need to carefully allocate their resources because if they

struggle financially they may end up struggling in performance. To do so efficiently is key to

make the budget last if you are a low budget team and if you are a high budget team, money

may not be an issue in terms of struggling to get to the end of the season but it is an issue

regarding on what to spend it and what technology investment can bring the best results.

Constructors may build their own car from scratch or outsource parts such as the engine to

other manufacturers who might also be a constructor. For example, Scuderia Ferrari, derived

from Ferrari car manufacturer, one of the sport’s oldest teams, builds their own car and

engine, they also sell their engine to other teams. For instance during the 2020 season there

were 4 engine suppliers, Mercedes, Ferrari, Renault and Honda. The first three are also

constructors. Out of the 10 teams, 3 used Mercedes engines, 3 used Ferrari engines, 2 used

Honda Engines and 2 used Renault engines. (Chachra, F1 engine suppliers 2020: Who

Supplies Engines to Formula 1 teams? 2020) This means that Mercedes gained revenue

from selling to two other teams, Ferrari as well, whilst Renault gained revenue from selling to

one other team. Of course Honda makes a revenue from selling its engines to Red Bull and

Alpha Tauri but since its not a constructor we won’t be taking it into consideration.

Related literature
DEA has been widely used to analyze efficiency among sports, not only efficiency in money

as an input but various other forms of analysis that can use the DEA model to compute

efficiency benchmarks and offer an easy comparison between DMUs (Decision Making

Units). Not too many studies have been oriented towards Formula 1 using the DEA model,

but to our knowledge there are 3 papers that use the Data Envelopment Model to analyze

different research questions about Formula 1. (Gutiérrez & Lozano, 2012) utilize a DEA



model to analyze performance based on each constructors budget, they show that inefficient

Constructors have low efficiencies across different F1 seasons and that in order for them to

reach the identified benchmarks they should have reduced their budgets substantially.

Meaning that constructors tend to be less efficient through various seasons by spending

more money than they should. According to their study excess budget spending ranges from

20% to 50%, this may mean they were effective but not efficient, hence the feeling that it

may be big spenders who win championships, deriving in a lack of competitiveness. By

taking a look at those numbers we can understand why the FIA is encouraged to put a

budget cap, to level the field. Their reasoning behind it being teams are overspending and

should learn to become more efficient to reach the same level of competitiveness and

results, not just throw money at the problem and become effective yet very inefficient. This is

why we must conduct the relative efficiency analysis, because at first glance we will see that

the data shows that all but one Constructor champion were the most efficient in that

respective season, so if we were to guide ourselves by this we would reach the wrong

conclusion. Furthermore (Gutiérrez & Lozano, 2012) show that constructors showed a

favorable evolution in their efficiency during the seasons that were considered. Even though

as we said before those with low efficiency levels continue to be inefficient throughout

several seasons. Furthermore they make reference to the same limitations we encounter

regarding the data origin and how the analysis may be improved if the data were not

estimates. Our plan is of course to improve on what (Gutiérrez & Lozano, 2012) have done

and provide a broader analysis with more data so that the efficiency may be more accurate,

given the fact they only analyze five F1 seasons (2003, 2006, 2008, 2010, 2011). The

second one is also by (Gutiérrez & Lozano, 2018) they utilize a 2 step DEA approach to

evaluate racing circuits in F1. They measure efficiency based on speed, safety and fuel

efficiency to identify those circuits with superior design. They then run a regression analysis

to see if certain characteristics are significant to determine said efficiency. The third one is by

(Gomes Júnior & Soares De Mello, 2007) where they utilize the DEA model to asses driver

performance during the 2006 season analyzing the results obtained competing for the World

Driver’s Championship. As we mentioned before the DEA model has been used to analyze

various sports, these include baseball, where (Sexton & Lewis, 2003) utilize a Two Stage

DEA model to determine the efficiency of of Major League Baseball (MLB) for the 1999

season. Basketball where (Yang et al., 2014) utilize a Two Stage DEA approach to first

determine the team’s player efficiency based on their salary, basically determining the wage

efficiency of a team and later they utilize games won and gate receipts to determine on court

team efficiency. They show that NBA teams have a better wage efficiency than on court

efficiency. Meaning that a player’s performance may be good enough to justify their salary,

but when translated to games won or tickets sold this may change due to the fact there are

factors that can’t be controlled by a team or by putting the best players on a basketball court,



there is a certain luck component that may affect both player performance or team

performance, may that be a physical or morale factor. Prox : football, olympics, tennis.

Data

The results data for each season was collected from the official F1 website where they keep

track of every race, qualifying and practice result. The team budgets for each season were

taken from various sports magazines; they provide the best estimates for this as there is no

official number. A litigious work had to be carried out in order to prepare tables containing

the information needed to conduct the DEA Model. Our most important variables were,

Budgets, Points, Wins and Podiums. All tables presented in this work were constructed from

scratch using data from several magazines for the budgets these were (Collantine, 2008),

(Hardy et al., 2019), (Report reveals team budgets fell 10% in 2009 2010), (Reid & Sylt,

2010), (Kubiccia, 2011), (Gmm, 2012), (Benson, 2012), (Forbes, 2012), (Flickr),

(Boxall-Legge, 2019), (Forbes, 2014), (Walthert, 2013), (Walthert, 2014), (Forbes, 2015),

(Sylt, 2018), (Rencken, 2016), (Editor, 2017), (Verlin, 2017), (Autosport, 2017), (Autosport,

2017), (TF1C, 2017), (TF1C, 2017), (TF1C, 2017), (TF1C, 2017), (TF1C, 2017), (TF1S,

2017), (treehunter8, 2018), (motorsport-total, 2017), (Rencken, 2021), (Rencken, 2021),

(wheels24, 2019), (Jacobs, 2018), (GPToday.net, 2022), (Rencken, 2021), (Rencken, 2021),

(Fair, 2019), (Dhruv, 2019). All of these were used to retrieve the whole grid´s budget data,

some only reported a fraction of the data needed, this is why on some years more than one

data set was used to complete the total data needed. On some other years many sources

exposed the same data for budgets so they were used as a way of double checking the

information provided. If 3 different sources give the same number then this can help us

choose or discard other sources. To retrieve the information on Points, Wins, Podiums and

Position delta we used information from the F1 official website. (F1, Standings)

A more accurate analysis could be carried out if we had access to these records. Some

constructors are public companies so their balance sheet includes the budget for their F1

team but these do not specify the number designated in particular to F1 alone. They might

have it under “Engine development for racing teams” which does not specify if it's only for

the F1 team or other racing teams the constructor may have. A good example of this is

Ferrari, their balance sheet has a category like the one I mentioned before, but given the fact

Ferrari competes in F1, Le Mans, touring, among others there is no real way of knowing how

much money was actually put into the development of the F1 engine alone. So that leaves

us with the numbers published by various sports magazines. For some years it was easy to

compute budgets as many sources published the same numbers, for others we have to

come up with a way to decide on a number, given the disparity of the numbers published by

different magazines and articles. We have to test the correlation between the different data



sets, then average the ones that are strongly correlated, of course by doing this we could

have eliminated the most accurate data set or tampered the numbers a bit. But given the fact

that they are estimates this does not seem important. This is due to the fact that the number

we calculated could be as near as the number provided by the magazine to the actual

budget.

The most difficult year to compute a final budget was 2011 in which we have 5 different

sources, only 2 had full data for all teams, whilst the other 3 only had the budget for some

teams. We first have to calculate the correlation between each data set. Then we average

between each pair of data sets that showed the strongest correlation. Repeat the same

process once again, but calculate the correlation between the new data sets that were

calculated using the average of 2 original data sets before. Then calculate the average

taking into account the remaining 7 data sets, to obtain the final number. But for the most

part the different data sets from different sources were pretty close to each other in other

years so, in those years as they were all strongly correlated, we can just average all sources

available. 2016 is also a particular case as the numbers in source 1 seemed pretty off from

the others, so it was discarded. Furthermore to run the analysis on all teams for all years to

find the most efficient constructor/s overall we chose to compound the budgets, so that, we

can express the value of all budgets in terms of their value in 2020. In 2010 F1 changed its

point scoring system, to compare all teams on equal terms we had to convert the points won

by each team those years and put them in terms of the 2010 point system. Both point

systems are shown below in Table 1.0

1

To convert the results of both seasons we have to see where did both drivers for each team

finish in each race for the season, assign the corresponding points, for 1st place, 25 points,

for 2nd place 18 and so on. Add every result for both drivers in each race, add the points

obtained in every race so that we can get the total points won by each team.

The team that spent the least money per point gained each year is as follows.

1 (Formula one racing 2022)



2

As we can see from the data, the team that usually spends the least money per point gained

is the team that finishes 1st in the Constructors Championship. Except for 2010 where it was

the team that ended 2nd in the Championship which spent the least money per point. At first

glance if we can see that teams that spend more tend to have better results but of course

there are exceptions. We can also say that this isn’t near close to the actual analysis we

want to carry out, we are not interested in just seeing who was the most efficient. We want to

be able to present results useful to anyone reading this. So that is why we are using the DEA

model, to come up with an index showing each team’s efficiency. So that adjustments can be

made based on their efficiency outcome, to gain better results.

Let's take a look at Scuderia Ferrari, Toyota and Williams´ 2008 Season in Table 1.2 below.

3

3 (F1, Standings) for Points, Wins, Podiums, Fastest Laps, Qualifying Pole Positions, Qualifying
Podiums. For Budgets we used Budget reference N. 5 (see Budget References under References
Section) and (Gutiérrez & Lozano, 2012).

2 (F1, Standings) for points, For Budgets we used Budget reference
N.1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14-15-16-17-18-19-20-21-22-23-24-25-26-27-28-29-30-21-32-33-34-
35-36-37-38 (see Budget References under References Section)



At first glance we see two teams which spent similar amounts of money (Toyota and Ferrari),

Toyota spending more of course, but obtaining worse results. Ferrari obtained 3 times the

amount of points obtained by Toyota that season, spending less. I believe this shows that

efficiency goes a long way, before effectiveness. Just throwing money at a problem may not

be the solution, it's how you do it that may prove the solution. Lets compare now Toyota and

Williams, Toyota gained 1.42 as many points as Toro Rosso and spent 3.47 times as much

money. We can clearly see that they were effective at beating Williams but it seems

something of an overkill to spend that much money for 50 more points. Even so if we look at

the money spent per point gained, Toyota spent 2.44 times the money Toro Rosso spent per

point gained. But as I said when I started this paragraph, this is at first glance. Maybe Toyota

needs to spend their money better to become more efficient and win more points whilst Toro

Rosso may need to spend more money in order to gain more points even if at first glance

they are the 4th most efficient team in terms of money spent per point gained.

Figure 1.0 Least $/point per year

Source: Own creation based on data from Auto sport magazines and F1 official
website4

4 Table 1.1 used as data base for Figure



We can see in Figure 1.0 above the amount of money spent by the constructor which spent

the least amount of money per point gained each year. Ferrari (´08), Brawn (´09), Mclaren

(´10), Red Bull (´11,´12,´13), Mercedes (´14,´15,´16,´17,´18,´19,´20). 2009, 2010, 2011 and

2016 are some of the years where the least amount of money per point gained was spent.

As we said before looking at Table 1.1 one could interpret these are the efficient teams, but

our analysis goes beyond and will try to set up a benchmark so that we may compare even

those constructors which seem efficient, but in reality may not be the most efficient.

Constructors who win the championship tend to be the ones that spend the least amount of

money per point gained, but this is not enough to evaluate overall efficiency. Because even if

one team is not effective -wins the championship- it can still be efficient, meaning that with

the money they have available and taking into account their scale efficiency5 they were able

to produce the maximum output possible, to translate it to F1 terms, with the budget

available a Constructor was able to get the most amount of points possible with that budget,

but it wasn’t enough to win the championship, so it was efficient but not effective.

𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =  𝐶𝑅𝑆 𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐶𝐼𝐸𝑁𝐶𝑌
𝑉𝑅𝑆 𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐶𝐼𝐸𝑁𝐶𝑌

We are also going to add another variable, Average positions won or lost during a race or

Average position delta. This won’t be included in the model, but it will be included as a

complementary viewing point for the analysis. This variable will help us better understand

the point difference between the mid sector of the grid, where they spend differently but gain

similar results. To do this we have taken the data of the starting grid position and the

finishing position in the race for each race, for each year, for each of the two drivers in each

constructor. We compute the difference between the starting and finishing position for each

race, for each driver, add them up, which gives us the total position delta for each race. We

add the total position delta for all the races, giving us the total position delta for the season

and we divide that number by the total number of races in that season. Giving us the

Average position delta for each season.

5 Scale efficiency: Scale efficiency is the result of dividing CRS efficiency by VRS efficiency, it tells us
how closely a DMU is operating to its most productive output.



6

Here we can see the Mean AVG POS Delta for every constructors who came in 1st, 2nd, 3rd

and so on till 12th place for those seasons who had 12 teams competing on the grid. We

also have Maximum and Minimum AVG POS Deltas for each category. At first glance we can

see that the lower position on the grid the more positive AVG Position Delta a team gets. For

the top finishers in the championship we see that their AVG position Delta shows a big loss

in positions during the season. This may be because usually teams that do well during the

season, qualify and finish the race in similar positions, but when they crash or have a

problem they might loose up to 19/23 positions. For example lets say the Ferrari drivers start

the race at 1 - 2, the first driver crashes and drops to the 24th position in the grid whilst the

2nd driver finishes 2nd. The first driver will have a Position Delta for that race of -23

positions, whilst the 2nd driver will have a Position Delta of 0. If we add that number it will

give a total of -23 Position Delta for that race. There is usually around 20 races per season.

By having one result like the one described before, the Avg Position Delta already drops by

-1,15 (-23 position change / 20 races). Therefore a crash or a bad result can have a huge

negative impact on the Avg Position Delta. Because the team will later resume to qualify 1 -

2 and perhaps have a 1 - 2 finish (or a finish position that is close to their starting position),

so its probable that they won't gain or counter the negative effect of that previous loss in

position, due to the fact their delta for those “normal” races will be small or 0. Teams on the

mid sector of the grid tend to have the possibility to gain more positions on a good day and if

they drop any positions due to crashes or problems they can counter with a good result the

next race, that is why we see the Mean AVG POS Delta drop in the mid sector of the grid by

1 overall position. Last but not least the lower section of the grid tend to have more positive

AVG POS Deltas, given the fact that they experience the opposite of what the top sector of

the grid experiences. They tend to start and finish in low positions, but when others crash or

when they have a good result, they have a big positive POS Delta that can’t be countered by

bad results given the fact they already tend to start the race in a bad position.

6 (F1, Standings)



Methodology

To assess efficiency we first have to understand what efficiency in F1 means. We will

describe what being efficient means. Being efficient in any production function means

minimizing inputs and maximizing outputs. The input we have recognized in F1 is the budget

which can be separated into 3 main categories, Sponsors, Prize Money, and Sales. We do

not actually have the percentages for each category so we are going to use the budget as a

whole. We do know that most money comes from sponsorship followed by prize money and

then some have other sources of income such as Sales (Hospitality, Merchandising),

Investors and Manufacturers. We will take the budget as a whole. The outputs of F1 are

Points, Wins and Podiums. The Points are the total number of points obtained by both

drivers for all races in a season. Wins are the number of races won by a constructor´s driver,

so if Driver 1 wins 2 races and Driver 2 wins 8 then the total number of wins for the

constructor is 10. Podiums are the total number of times either one of the team´s drivers

finish in the race in the top 3 places, so again if Driver 1 finishes 1st, 2nd and 2nd in three

races then he will have secured 3 podiums. If Driver 2 finishes 2nd, 4th and 3rd in the same

three race then he will have secured 2 podiums. The total number of podiums obtained by

the team would be 5. Therefore any team that wants to be efficient has to basically reduce

the amount of money they spend per point won. This is efficient because they achieve better

results using less money. As we mentioned before there are teams who spend less and gain

better results, therefore efficiency plays a crucial role in becoming effective, which can be

defined as winning the championship or obtaining the most available points per season.

To do this we propose a DEA with Constant and Variable returns to scale so that we may

evaluate both implications. The DEA Model is a linear programming technique used to

evaluate the efficiency of Decision Making Units or (DMUs) which in our case will be Formula

1 Constructors. Each DMU produces outputs with the inputs it receives, each tries to

minimize inputs and maximize outputs. The model takes the different DMUs and determines

an efficient frontier based on their relative efficiency, if the DMU is on the frontier it is

deemed efficient, all of those that do not lie on the frontier are deemed inefficient. This isn't

the first study to measure the efficiency and performance of F1 Constructors, (Gutierrez &

Lozano 2012) propose that F1 can be seen as any productive activity. Where as we

mentioned before, an Input (Budget) enters a DMU (Constructor) which manages that input

to produce the best possible output (Points). Since the efficiency frontier tells us which

Constructors are efficient or not, the efficiency of a Constructor is measured relative to the

performance of all of the other Constructors. We will conduct our study following their same

proposed DEA model. Lets consider an F1 Season in which we have n Constructors, each

uses m inputs and produces s outputs. Let us also assume is the th input𝑥
𝑖𝑗

𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2,..., 𝑚)



usage of the jth Constructor. On the other hand is the th(𝑗 = 1, 2,..., 𝑛) 𝑦
𝑘𝑗

𝑘 (𝑘 = 1, 2,....., 𝑠)

output production of the th Constructor. measures the efficiency of the F1𝑗 (𝑗 = 1, 2,..., 𝑛) α
0

constructor 0. is the multiplier of the th Constructor. are the slack values for theλ
𝑗

𝑗 𝑠
𝑖
− 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑠

𝑘
+

inputs and outputs. So to put it in basic terms, the function minimizes the slack values to find

the optimal level of efficiency . The input-oriented model, VRS, also known as pureα
0

technical efficiency, described by (Färe, Grosskopf, & Lovell, 1985), can be seen below.
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Restraint (4) tells us that constraining the multipliers of each constructor to sum to 1 allows

the efficient frontier to show, increasing, constant or decreasing returns to scale. Meaning

the efficient frontier can show variable returns to scale (VRS) which is also known as pure

technical efficiency. So we can see how well the data on Constructors inputs and outputs

accommodate to each of the before mentioned returns to scale, so as to see the efficiency

including scale efficiency. Whereas if we modify the former by omitting restraint (4) we then

assume constant returns to scale (CRS) which would allow us to evaluate the technical

efficiency between Constructors, without taking into account if a constructor operates at or

below its scale efficiency. The proposed model is input oriented so this means the model

evaluates if the Constructor (DMU) is able to reduce its usage of input for a certain level of

output determined by the best observed benchmark. If a reduction of the Constructor´s

budget is not possible then the model gives it a efficiency value , this means it lies onα
𝑗

= 1

the efficient frontier. If a budget reduction is possible meaning the benchmark shows that the

same result can be obtained with a lower usage of the input then the model gives that

Constructor an efficiency value . We can evaluate scale efficiency by dividing0 ≤ α
𝑗

< 1



CRS efficiency by the VRS efficiency, meaning the ratio between technical efficiency and

pure technical efficiency.

To run the model we will use a software called DEAP from the University of Queensland who

are kind enough to make it free to use. The software allows various inputs and outputs to be

taken into account and both CRS and VRS analysis. We will run the model for each year, to

see which was/were the most efficient constructor/s for that particular year. Then we will run

the model comparing all teams from all years to see which constructor/s was/were the most

efficient overall. As an additional form of analysis we will run the model in windows of three

years to compare within those three years which team or teams were the most efficient. For

example we will start with the first three year window of 2008 - 2009 - 2010, the next would

be 2009 - 2010 - 2011, the next one 2010 - 2011 - 2012 and so on until the last one 2018 -

2019 - 2020.

Results

In this section we will discuss the results obtained form the model. As we mentioned before

we chose to run an input oriented DEA model, we did it assuming both CRS and VRS to

compare both efficiency scores. We will present the efficiency scores obtained by each team

competing in a certain year and then we will present the results obtained from comparing all

teams from all years.

7

So first we are going to take a look at where each Constructor lies in the efficiency index for

each year. Taking into account both CRS an VRS models. So if we take a look at Table 1.7 in

the annex we can see that in the CRS model the most efficient Constructor coincides with

the Constructors which spent the least money per point seen in Table 1.0. So CRS efficient

constructors could have been found by just calculating which constructor spent the least

amount of money per point gained. As well, Table 1.7 (in the annex) shows the efficiency

7 Results computed using Budget data from Budget reference N.20-21-36 (see Budget References
under References Section)



scores given by the model which are relative to each other, for example in 2018 Red Bull

Racing was deemed inefficient and given an efficiency score of 0.852 this means that the

projected budget for that Constructor, so that it may achieve the same result more efficiently

should have been reduced to 85.2% of its original budget. Which put in practice would have

been a budget reduction of U$D 54.122.137,41 resulting in a projected budget of U$D

255.877.862,6. All of the Constructors who receive an are given a projected budget,α < 1

lower than their original one. This shows that teams are generally overspending. Given the

fact you can´t just ask Constructors to bring in millions of dollars more, VRS allows us to

understand given their current scale of operations if a Constructor might also be efficient

within its area of operations. Meaning that in some cases its not fair to compare a

Constructor with U$D 400.000.000 and another with U$D 130.000.000. For example in 2019

as seen when we compare Mercedes which had a budget of U$D 425.000.000 with Scuderia

Toro Rosso which had a budget U$D 155.000.000. The Constructor with a bigger budget will

tend to gain better results whereas the one with a lower budget may tend to gain lower

results, if they do so more efficiently given their size then VRS takes this into account. If the

one with a lower budget gains lower results but given its scale it operates at its maximum

possible output then it will be deemed efficient. This is why teams that do not lie on the CRS

efficient frontier do lie on the VRS efficient frontier.

In general teams seem to overspend, when teams increase their budget they usually receive

lower efficiency scores. For example lets take a look at Table 3.3 on the annex, which shows

information about Ferrari. Except for a few years like 2009 and 2010, all remaining years

seem to follow this trend, where if the budget increases efficiency scores decrease, the

opposite happens if budgets decrease. We see that from 2013 to 2014 there was an

approximate increase in the budget of 100.000.000 and the efficiency score halved from

0,528 to 0,253. A clear sign that each dollar spent is turning into less points. Of course there

are exceptions, teams who win championships tend to break this rule, these lie on the

efficient frontier regardless if their budget varies, given the fact they are the best practice.

Looking at Table 2.0 we have the average efficiency scores for each year. CRS efficiency

tends to decrease from 2008 to 2020, there are a few years such as 2012, 2015, 2017, 2018

and 2020 where it seems to improve but it starts at 0.497 in 2008 and ends at 0.464,

showing a general decline as just mentioned. VRS efficiency scores are higher than CRS

because they take into account Scale efficiency, so a Constructor that seems inefficient

relative to the one lying on the efficient frontier may be efficient relative to its size and to

other similar constructors. VRS or pure technical efficiency seems to improve over the years

meanwhile scale efficiency declines. Scale efficiency tells us if a Constructor operates at or

below its maximum output possible given its size. So a team that has a 0.9 Scale efficiency

such as 2010 Red Bull Racing and operates under decreasing returns to scale tells us they

are too big and need to lower their budget to operate at their efficient level. When comparing



all years and all teams we see that when compared in equal terms, both CRS and VRS

efficiency increase, Scale efficiency doesn´t. Most teams operate below the average levels

of efficiency for both CRS and VRS, we can see this in Figures 1.1 - 2.3 where most teams

are clustered below the average dotted lines, whilst a only a few make it over the average

lines. These Figures show us both CRS and VRS scores for each team, so they show us if

the teams where efficient or not and they also show how many teams have a below or above

average efficiency score.

Raw Data

Figure 1.1 Efficiency Scores for each team in the 2008 season

Source : Own creation based on results from DEA Model8

This graph shows the VRS Efficiency Score on the vertical axis and the CRS Efficiency

Score on the horizontal axis, so that both scores are visible at the same time. for example

that for 2008 Scuderia Ferrari received both a CRS and VRS efficiency score of 1, meaning

it was deemed efficient by the model. Another observation could be that 6 out of the 11

teams that competed that season scored a below average efficiency score. To compare

each constructor we must look at one of the axis at a time. For example, to compare the

constructors assuming CRS then we look at the horizontal axis. Most years show similar

results, most teams scoring a below average efficiency score and both score results for each

team. So to analyze each and every single one of them would be repetitive.

8 Data from Tables 1.8 and 1.9 (see annex)



Figure 1.2 Efficiency Scores for each team in the 2009 season

Source : Own creation based on results from DEA Model9

Figure 1.3 Efficiency Scores for each team in the 2010 season

Source : Own creation based on results from DEA Model10

10 Data from Tables 1.8 and 1.9 (see annex)
9 Data from Tables 1.8 and 1.9 (see annex)



Figure 1.4 Efficiency Scores for each team in the 2011 season

Source : Own creation based on results from DEA Model11

Figure 1.5 Efficiency Scores for each team in the 2012 season

Source : Own creation based on results from DEA Model12

12 Data from Tables 1.8 and 1.9 (see annex)
11 Data from Tables 1.8 and 1.9 (see annex)



Figure 1.6 Efficiency Scores for each team in the 2013 season

Source : Own creation based on results from DEA Model13

Figure 1.7 Efficiency Scores for each team in the 2014 season

Source : Own creation based on results from DEA Model14

14 Data from Tables 1.8 and 1.9 (see annex)
13 Data from Tables 1.8 and 1.9 (see annex)



Figure 1.8 Efficiency Scores for each team in the 2015 season

Source : Own creation based on results from DEA Model15

Figure 1.9 Efficiency Scores for each team in the 2016 season

Source : Own creation based on results from DEA Model16

16 Data from Tables 1.8 and 1.9 (see annex)
15 Data from Tables 1.8 and 1.9 (see annex)



Figure 2.0 Efficiency Scores for each team in the 2017 season

Source : Own creation based on results from DEA Model17

Figure 2.1 Efficiency Scores for each team in the 2018 season

Source : Own creation based on results from DEA Model18

18 Data from Tables 1.8 and 1.9 (see annex)
17 Data from Tables 1.8 and 1.9 (see annex)



Figure 2.2 Efficiency Scores for each team in the 2019 season

Source : Own creation based on results from DEA Model19

Figure 2.3 Efficiency Scores for each team in the 2020 season

Source : Own creation based on results from DEA Model20

20 Data from Tables 1.8 and 1.9 (see annex)
19 Data from Tables 1.8 and 1.9 (see annex)



Table 1.8 below shows the CRS efficiency scores obtained for all years by each team, we

can see which teams are the most efficient compared to others, we can see their trajectory

through the years, tendencies and evolution. For example Mclaren shows an increase in

efficiency until 2011, then a big drop 2017 when they started to improve their efficiency.

Renault on the other hand shows many ups and downs through the years, with an unclear

upwards trend -seen by looking at the CRS efficiency in 2008 and the one in 2020- unclear

because they end up with a better efficiency score in 2020 but as we mentioned with big ups

and downs. Williams shows a low efficiency at first, an improvement towards the Hybrid Era

(2014) which doesn´t too long due to the fact there is a clear drop in efficiency towards 2020.

The same can be seen and said about Table 1.9, the main difference between the results

exposed by each table is that VRS tends to award higher efficiency scores to each

constructor due to the fact that it takes into account each team´s scale of operations,

awarding a score according to their efficiency based on their output capacity. Scale efficiency

scores can be seen in Table 2.0 below. As we mentioned before with the help of the figures

above most constructors are deemed inefficient and are said to be operating at below its

maximum output capacity.
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21See Annex below
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Window Analysis

To put all three teams in equal terms we compound the first two to put them in terms of the

third year. (Inflation rates in the United States) If we rake a look at Table 3.8 (see Annex

below) we will see that CRS efficiency improved over time, as did VRS. Scale efficiency

decreased. So this form of analysis seems to show that over time teams have improved their

efficiency yet they are still on average very inefficient. Looking at Table 3.7 (see Annex

below) we can see that the most efficient Constructor for that time window was the

Mercedes 2009 team or Brawn. VRS efficiency deemed the Mercedes 2009, Red Bull 2010

and Hispania 2010 teams as efficient. Mercedes and Red Bull make sense, Hispania doesn't

seem appropriate given they didn´t score a single point, win or podium. Something we can

point out is that there is some sort of interdependence between budgets, particularly in that

three year window. For example the 2010 budget for lets say Scuderia Ferrari depends on

the 2009 budget and will also impact the 2011 budget. This is because depending on how

the team performed in 2009 they will gain or loose money for next year, may that be new or

leaving sponsors, more or less prize money or other form of financing teams have. So the

three year window allows teams to see in a shorter period of time how their performance

affects future years and adjust goals accordingly. For example in 2008 Mercedes obtained a

CRS efficiency score of 0.035 in 2009 they received a 1.000 and in 2010 they received

0.259, something clearly went wrong or affected the team in the 2009 - 2010 time period and

something really good happened in the 2008 - 2009 time period. Constructors may use this

to identify the problem, look into their finances, look into where they allocated resources and

see which combination or practices worked and which didn´t so as to not repeat them in the

future.

Overall comparison

As we mentioned before in order to evaluate which team or teams where the most efficient

overall, taking into account each team for each year as a unique DMU, we have to

compound their budgets to put them all on equal terms. (Inflation rates in the United States)

We then run the model and get the results. The results are expressed on Table 2.0 which

can be found in the annex. The table shows that the most technically efficient team

compared to all others including itself in other years was the Mercedes 2009 team, which

also proved to be the most efficient in both three year windows 08/09/10 and 09/10/11. they

obtained 57% of all obtainable points, 44% of all wins and 41% of all Podiums. If we look at

the VRS efficiency, three teams appear to have made it on the efficient frontier. The

Mercedes 2009 team, the Mercedes 2016 Team and the Hispania 2011 Team. Again out of

those three Hispania seems to be a technicality and not an actual efficient team given the

fact they gained 0 points and achieved nothing during the season, disappearing from



Formula 1 two years later in 2013. These differ from the three window analysis where we

selected the 2010 Red bull team as efficient but here it seems it cannot be considered as

such.

Projected Budgets

The model also gives us suggestions on budget reductions, given the fact all inefficient

Constructors overspend, DEA suggests a lower projected budget that would technically

allow them to obtain the same points they got but spending less money. This suggested

budget projection would prompt them all the way up so that the team may lie on the efficient

frontier. The following are just some of the examples suggested by the model. For 2011

there is an average CRS budget reduction suggestion of U$D 85.641.935. The lowest and

highest CRS budget reductions suggested were U$D 19.242.212,36 for Mclaren and U$D

164.341.948,33 for Renault.24 Ferrari was recommended a budget reduction of U$D

84.394.657,27 resulting in a projected budget of U$D 159.278.599,87. Given the fact that

VRS efficiency scores are higher than CRS, VRS projected budget reductions are lower

because VRS sees the same Constructor as more efficient if its scale efficiency is taken into

account. VRS projected budget for Ferrari that same year is U$D 178.078.313,05 resulting in

a lower budget reduction of U$D 65.594.944,09. For 2020 Ferrari25 had a budget of U$D 463

million, the second biggest budget that season yet they only scored 131 points placing them

6th in the championship. The model interprets this as a big inefficiency, giving it a 0.239 CRS

efficiency score and suggesting a budget reduction of U$D 352.347.294,94.26 These are the

kind of examples we mentioned before in which spending huge amounts of money doesn’t

always translate into good performance. That same year Force India spent only U$D 188

million scoring 195 points receiving a CRS efficiency score of 0.876, VRS gives it a 1

efficiency score, meaning it lies on the efficient frontier, recommending no budget

reduction.27

We cannot blindly suggest teams simply cut down their budgets by these amounts, further

analysis must be carried out, we will attempt to make suggestions as to what Constructors

may do to implement said budget reductions below. To do this we must understand the

dimensionality and context of each expenditure to know where improvements can be made.

Table 1.5 shows an approximation of the costs of running a Formula 1 team as seen in Pablo

Mourao’s book The Economics of Motorsports : the case of Formula 1.

27 See Tables 1.7 and 1.9 in the annex
26 See Table 1.7 in the annex
25 See Table 3.3 in the annex
24 See Table 1.7 in the annex
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Given the fact fixed costs represent 54.2% of a team’s expenditure then a budget reduction

cannot be interpreted as such without taking into account feasibility. Meaning that even if

expenditure on each of these items could be lowered, there is restraint and a negative

impact on lowering said expenditure. The restraint is represented by those costs which

cannot be lowered, for example entry fees or fuel. A car’s engine is developed under

regulations meaning it has to follow certain guidelines, so usually F1 engines consume

similar amounts of fuel, the regulations actually force fuel consumption down and specify a

quasi fixed fuel consumption rate, making the engine more efficient than a regular engine.

Nonetheless an F1 engine can consume up to 110 kg of fuel per race, this amount is fixed

and not very malleable, if we cut down costs on fuel then the car might not have enough fuel

to make it to the end of the race resulting in a DNF (Did not finish), meaning zero points.

(Duxbury, How much fuel does a Formula 1 car use? F1, WEC & More compared 2021) So

fuel cost is sort of a cost you don't want to spare on when there are other available

expenditures that could be lowered without compromising performance.

Costs that if lowered would have a negative impact on the team’s performance would be for

example, the car. Its not feasible to just blindly lower the expenditure on an F1 car if this is

one of the key components of success. Instead the team could look into ways of obtaining

the same performance with lower costs, lowering expenditure in the future. An example of

28 (Mourão, 2017)



this could be developing their own parts. F1 teams develop their car´s design but not all of

them actually build the parts needed, they might outsource this to manufacturers or other

Constructors. Maybe they could invest in machines to build their own parts, this would imply

an initial investment but could lead to lower costs in the future. They could build their own

engine instead of buying from other manufacturer Constructors. These two ideas could also

lead to a new source of income if other teams want their manufacturing services.

Testing is crucial for developing the car, less testing means knowing less about the car’s

performance, which translates to poor development throughout the season. To put it in other

words, lets say the car has a bit of oversteer29 in corners, if a team does not see this due to

lack of testing then they will lose lap time because of it. (Lingeman, What is

oversteer/understeer? Autoweek explains 2020) Losing lap time translates into worse

results, all of this because not enough testing was carried out.

If we use this table to analyze the costs in an F1 Constructor such as Ferrari we would get

the results displayed in Table 1.6 below.

30

30 Based on (Mourão, 2017) and Table 3.3 in the annex

29 Oversteer is when a car turns more than the driver intends to while he or she is applying a steady steering
input. The visible results of oversteer can include the tail sliding out or a full spin. Oversteer occurs when the rear
wheels lose traction before the fronts.



Another cost that could be looked into can be Logistics & Hospitality. Ferrari spent around

U$D 17 million. Maybe they should look into new solutions for traveling from destination to

destination. Thinking in today terms they could look into E-trucks for moving around their

cars and equipment. These would drastically reduce their fuel expenditure, which would be a

benefit given the current context of diesel fuel shortage. These trucks must also come with

tax benefits, better autonomy, a longer lifetime and even autonomous driving. (Tesla 2022)

Which can save big amounts of money per season. So to perform a proper budget reduction

there should be a brainstorming session and follow up analysis of what strategies should be

implemented such as the one done above. We are of course limited to suggesting solutions

a better analysis could include data or information regarding teams that have implemented

certain solutions to improve efficiency and how did these impact efficiency.

Similar results can be seen in other non mentioned seasons therefore similar suggestions

can be made to all teams.

Conclusions

FIA claims F1 has pioneered cutting edge technological developments and has always

sought to push technological boundaries whilst preserving the environment and their

capacity to thrill which has been at the heart of the sport since its earliest days. (2022 FIA

Formula One World Championship) Even though this has been the case for technological

efficiency we have decided to put Constructor’s budget efficiency to the test. To do this we

utilized a Data Envelopment Analysis model which measures Constructor’s efficiency based

on their input usage and output production. We also conducted both CRS and VRS analysis

in order to compare results and come up with a more comprehensive analysis. Looking at

our results we can see that most Constructors are considered inefficient, efficiency tends to

decrease over the years but when the overall assessment of the teams was made efficiency

seems to improve, meaning that when comparing teams in similar monetary terms an

improvement tendency seems to be arising but its still too far from being considered efficient

by both CRS and VRS models. Scale efficiency scores also tell us that teams operate below

their productive capacity. 2010, a year in which big budgetary changes were put in place

shows surprising efficiency results in average efficiency whilst 2014 the start of the

Turbo-Hybrid Era a year in which big regulatory changes were made to the cars

Constructors show a big fall in efficiency. This might suggest that managers might be more

effective at dealing with money being regulated rather than the car itself which can lead to

big discomfort and inefficiency if the team cannot produce a well performing car. Data shows

that for the most part big spenders tend to obtain better results meaning they tend to be

effective but as seen in our analysis they lack efficiency.



Due to the fact F1 is an industry with high fixed costs -almost 55% of their total expenditure-

we see that usually top performing teams have spent the least $/point whilst the opposite

happens to underperforming teams. Mid grid teams could have another factor affecting their

performance which is their AVG position delta, given the fact that these teams usually spend

similar amounts of money there must be a reason other than efficiency that can help us

understand why some teams do better than others, if their drivers did not lose to many

positions per race then this might be a reason they perform at another level ultimately

making the difference in the championship.

Overspending seems te be the clear trend among inefficient constructors, we have made a

few suggestions as to where can teams try and reduce costs or invest in long term projects

so that lower expenditure may arise from that investment. This is because as we established

before, just identifying that teams overspend is not solving the problem. This would be the

equivalent of going to the doctor with an disease and the doctor only telling us that we are

sick with the flew. We know the diagnosis but suggestions must be made, to cure the

disease based on each patient. The same goes for Formula 1 Teams, we know

overspending is the problem so we´ve suggested, for example, investing in newer

transportation technologies, might help teams lower Logistics costs. Taking a look at all three

types of analysis allows Constructors to have a better understanding and precise analysis so

that their strategies and goals can be set accordingly. If a team is in the lower section of the

grid and wants to be in the mid section in three years then this analysis might help them see

if adjustments have to made, where can they be made and see which teams succeded or

failed at achieving the same goal they have set for themselves.

On a final note we must say that a better analysis could be carried out if we had access to

teams actual budgets and data on their strategies. In order to see if efficiency improving

strategies were put in place and if these actually worked. Further analysis could be made by

including these factors and studying the data in windows of three years, we believe that

there is an interdependence between budgets that may affect suggestions made to the

teams based on their short, mid and long term goals.



Annex
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